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Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a complete eBook, Study

Center, homework and Assessment Center, and a dashboard that reports actionable data. Written

for the undergraduate course, Cyberethics: Morality and Law in Cyberspace, Sixth Edition provides

a modern, comprehensive examination of the social costs and moral issues emerging from the

ever-expanding use of the internet and new information technologies, as well as internet

governance and its control by the state. It highlights both the legal and philosophical perspective of

content control, free speech, intellectual property, and security. The Sixth Edition includes

interesting new case studies on social media, privacy, and the right to be forgotten, which

encourages discussion and fosters critical thinking. This text is packaged with a full suite of

instructor resources including a Test Bank, Lecture Slides in PowerPoint format, sample syllabi and

additional resources. New to the Sixth Edition: â€¢ NEW! -Includes new case studies on modern

issues such as the Privacy and the Right to be Forgotten, Employers Monitor Social Media and

Twitter, and Free Speech and Terrorism â€¢ EXPANDED! -Provides in-depth discussion of net

neutrality and internet governance â€¢ NEW! - Considers the escalating encryption controversy

involving the smartphone â€¢ UPDATED! - Provides a comprehensive look at the privacy and free

speech issues arising from the expanded use of social networking â€¢ NEW! -Incorporates a new

section on the challenge for intellectual property rights posed by digital books and eBooks â€¢

Includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access, which includes a comprehensive and interactive eBook,

student practice activities and assessments, learning analytics reporting tools, and more
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So dense.I purchased this book for an "Ethics in the Information Age" class. I consider myself pretty

technologically adept, but I had a very difficult time getting through each chapter of this book. Each

page has so much information that needs to be retained, it's almost painful. I appreciated the case

studies at the end of the chapters that helped put some of the information into context, but I would

have appreciated more of this in the chapters themselves. It was too flatly written for my taste, and I

didn't find it interesting to read. Required reading, though, so I made it through. A lot of wonderful

information is found here, but accessing and retaining it when you are flooded with billions of bytes

of facts is the true test.

Required reading for a grad school class. Some good content. Will go back and review the book at a

later time to learn more.

great, what can I say, it was required reading material for class.

Books yum, Wish it was cheaper but they gotta get money!

Very well written. Excellent textbook

The content of this book is nothing short of a diaster! I had to read this book for my Ethics in the

Information Age class here at the Rochester Institute of Technology and I must say that this is the

worst textbook I ever had to read. It felt more like a highschool essay thats 155 pages long. The

book is plagued with wordy sentences that can confused and bemuddle anyone who isn't an english

major. Practically every sentence is littered with words that a bare few of us remember from the

SATs (perhaps to lengthen the book?). The book's content doesn't provide a sense of contraversy

about ethics in cyberspace. I beleive that he tried to stay neutral in the arguments but it only

seemed to confuse me. The auther included a lot of references to other sources suggesting that he

too doesn't even know a thing about Cyber Ethics, resorting to other people's works. The writng is

too abstract and at most times I ended up rereading the book several times just to make sense of it.

If I didn't need this for class, I recommend not buying this book. I am sure there are plenty of other

well written Cyber Ethics books than this.
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